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  CD 1  01 - Falls of the empire  02 - Kill the pain  03 - Amamos la vida  04 - Can't stand the
night  05 - No time to lose  06 - Mistreated  07 - Breaking up again  08 - The king  09 - Shadow
soldiers  10 - Wanna be free  11 - Neon nights  12 - Writing on the wall  13 - Glad to be alone 
14 - Winter dreams  15 - Udo - heavy rain    CD 2  01 - Seawinds  02 - Drifting apart  03 -
Pomp and circumstance  04 - Just by my own  05 - It's hard to wind a way  06 - Twist of fate  07
- The galley  08 - The curse  09 - Time machine  10 - The beast inside  11 - Generation clash 2 
12 - Love sensation  13 - Lay it down  14 - Udo - In the darkness  15 - Udo - Sweet little child 
16 - Udo - Unspoken words    Peter
Baltes - Bass   Wolf Hoffmann - Guitars   Mark Tornillo - Vocals    

 

  

When the band originally formed in 1968, they were known as Band X, and featured vocalist
Udo Dirkschneider, guitarist Michael Wagener (who later went on to become a famous record
producer, mixer, and engineer), bassist Dieter Rubach and drummer Birke Hoe. The band
officially became Accept in 1976, when Udo assembled a new lineup, featuring Udo on vocals,
Wolf Hoffmann and Gerhard Wahl on guitar, Peter Baltes on bass and Frank Friedrich on
drums.

  

Accept have reformed and called it quits several times. They first split-up in 1989, reformed in
1992 and then broke up again in 1997. In 2005, the key members of Accept briefly reformed for
a tour that was believed to be their last due to Udo Dirkschneider's insistence that he would not
be involved with any further recordings with Accept. In May 2009, however, the rest of the
line-up from the 2005 tour regrouped permanently with Mark Tornillo as the new vocalist.

  

Lyrical collaborator "Deaffy" was a pseudonym used by long-time band manager Gaby Hauke,
who is now married to Wolf Hoffmann. --- metal-archives.com
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